
Hewlett-Packard

The First Family
of Calculators

 

Are you considering the
purchase of your first per-

sonal calculator. .. or are

vou planning to move up to
a more advanced model?

Either way it’s important
that you select a calculator

that not only can solve the
problems you're facing

today, but can also solve the

problems you’re likely to
face tomorrow.. . in the
days, months, and years

ahead.

Hewlett-Packard caleula-

tors are hailed as the First

Family worldwide —by Nobel

Prize winners, USA-USSR

astronauts, explorers, edu-

cators, scientists, business-

men, students. This means

vou're assured of the best
in design, performance,

reliability and support.

Examine Hewlett-Packard’s

First Family and you can see
for yourself.

For the name of the dealer

nearest you, or for an
answer to a specific appli-

cation problem, use our toll-

free number: 800-648-4711

(in Nevada call collect,

702-323-2704). We're always

here to help.

HEWLETT HPACKARD

1000 N.E. Circle Boulevard

Corvallis, Oregon 97330

Printed in U.S.A. Pub. No. 5952-6081D 10/76



A buyer’s guide to Hewlett-Packard pocket-sized computer calculators

PREPROGRAMMED — PROGRAMMABLE—

l HP-25 HP-67
Features/Functions HP-21 HP-27 HP-22 HP-80 HP-91 HP-25C HP-97
RPN LOGIC SYSTEM
MEMORY
Automatic Four-Memory Stack
Addressable Memory
Last X Memory
Program Memory
Continuous Memory (Program and Data)
DISPLAY
Fixed and Scientific Notation |
Engineering Notation _ -:
PROGRAMMING FEATURES
Back Step and Single Step Review
Insert/Delete
Overwrite
Direct Branching
Pause
Conditional Tests
Flags

DSZ, I1SZ (looping)
3 Levels of Subroutines
Store Programs and Data
Merges Programs and Data
20 Labels
10 User-Definable Functions
Indirect Data Storage and Recall
Indirect Branching and Subroutines
Indirect Looping
Indirect Display Control
Relative Addressing
PRINTING FEATURES
Print X
List Stack Registers
List Addressable Registers
List Statistical Registers
Three Print Modes
Print Space
List Program
BUILT-IN STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS
Mean and Standard Deviation
Linear Regression
Linear Estimate
Factorial
Correlation Coefficient
Variance
Normal Distribution
BUILT-IN FINANCIAL FUNCTIONS
Standard Financial Functions

(n, i, PMT, PV, FV)
Simple Interest
Amortization
Bond Prices, Yield
Rule of 78’s Interest Rebate
Net Present Value
Internal Rate of Return
Calendar
Beginning/Ending Period Switch
BUILT-IN MATHEMATICS FUNCTIONS
Decimal Degrees and Radians ModeGrads Mocs %
Sin X, Sin~'X, Cos X, Cos™'X, Tan X,
Tan'X

Rectangular/Polar
To/From Degrees, Minutes, Seconds
Angle (Time) Arithmetic
Common Lo
Natural Log
YX, VX
Reciprocals, Pi
Squares
Percent
Percent Change
Percent of Sum
Arithmetic
Absolute Value
Integer/Fraction Truncation
Rounding
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*Not a built-in function, but available on pre-recorded magnetic program cards.



 

Hewlett-Packar
The HP-21 Scientific -

More power in a smaller case.

The HP-21 performs 32 preprogrammed
functions and operations, including logarithms,
trig calculations and rectangular/polar
conversions in either degrees or radians, and

exponentials. Full display formatting allows
you to choose between fixed decimal and
scientific notation.

The RPN logic system tackles even the most
complex problems efficiently and gives you
continuous and immediate feedback. Combine
the HP-21’s capability with its low cost, and you
have a price-performance ratio that’s simply

unbeatable.

£80.00

Comprehensive applications book is
available at $10.00.  

The HP-25 Scientific
Programmable

The HP-25 offers 49 steps of keystroke
programmability with merged prefix and
function keys, single step editing, conditional
tests and a pause function. You also get log
and trig functions, coordinate conversions,
statistical summations, and eight addressable

memories.

The new HP-25C with
Continuous Memory

The new HP-25C is identical in every respect
to the popular HP-25 featured above—with the
added advantage of Continuous Memory.

Continuous Memory enables the HP-25C to
retain your programs and data even when it’s

turned off. There’s never been an HP Scientific
Programmable Calculator like it before.

HP-25 $145
HP-25C 8200

A comprehensive applications book is
included with either calculator.  



 

ds First Famfl} of Calculators
The new HP-67
Fully Programmable —
Exceptional programming power and
ease of use.

Begin using the HP-67 immediately with
prerecorded program cards. Or write your own
programs—the calculator remembers up to 224
steps, and each function takes only one step of
program memory. You also have 26 addressable
storage registers, three levels of subroutines, 10

user-definable keys, 10 conditional decision

functions, four flags, indirect addressing,
relative addressing, and addressing to labels.
The “‘smart’’ card reader even records data or

programs on magnetic cards. The HP-67 gives
you shirt-pocket portability along with the
exceptional programming power and ease of use
you need to solve problems in business and
science.

8450
Standard Applications Pac ofprerecorded
cards is included, along with blank
magnetic cards for your own programs.

   

The new HP-97
Fully Programmable
Printing — A major leap forward
in fully programmable personal

calculators.

In one self-contained unit, the new HP-97
Fully Programmable Printing Calculator
combines exceptional programming power and
a quiet thermal printer. What’s more, the HP-97
operates on batteries as well as AC—so you

can have a printed record whenever and
wherever you need it. In addition, the
HP-97 features an extra-large display for easy
readability and a buffered keyboard so data may
be keyed in at high speed.

The HP-97 is identical in programming power
to the pocket HP-67 and is completely
compatible in operation. Programs recorded on
one model may be loaded and executed on the

other without changes.

The total weight of the HP-97 is only 2%
pounds. It is so small it will fit into a standard
briefcase, so you can take it with you and operate

it almost anywhere.

The HP-97 is in a class by itself.

8750

Standard Applications Pac ofprerecorded

cards is included, along with blank
magnetic cards for your own programs.  



HP-67/97 Prerecorded
Programs

If you don’t want to write all of your programs

yourself, you can take advantage of the great
variety of prerecorded programs cards in our
Application Pacs. These programs transform
your HP-67/97 into a specialized calculator
in seconds. Each Application Pac contains 20
or more prerecorded cards, a detailed manual,

and a program card holder.

In addition, the Hewlett-Packard Users’

Library provides a low-cost way to obtain

any of the Application Pac programs as well

as programs contributed by other owners.

You can choose from:

s Math Pac

m Stat Pac

m EE Pac

m Business Decisions Pac

m Clinical Lab and Nuclear

Medicine Pac*
M.E. Pac*

Surveying Pac*

$£35.00 each

All are available through your HP dealer.
*Available late 1976.
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The HP-22 Business Manage-
ment— For planning, forecasting,

and decision analysis.

The HP-22 places an ideal combination of
financial, mathematical and statistical functions

right at your fingertips. With it you can easily
perform everything from simple arithmetic to

complex time-value-of-money computations.
You can even handle planning, forecasting, and
decision analysis. And you can approach
business problemsin a variety of ways to arrive
at intelligent decisions and recommendations
based on facts.

The HP-22 gives today’s business manager

the calculating power he needs at a price he
can afford.

New low price $125.00

An applications section is included in the
HP-22 Owner’s Handbook.
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The new HP-27
Scientific/Plus — Scientific,

statistical and financial functions

together for the first time.

The HP-27 gives you every scientific function
we’ve ever offered in a preprogrammed
calculator—plus the added power of statistics
and finance. In addition to the most-used
statistical and financial functions, the HP-27
offers five new functions never before made

available on an HP pocket calculator: variance,

correlation coefficient, normal distribution, net

present value and internal rate of return for
uneven cash flows.

The extremely versatile HP-27 will help any
businessman or engineer whose responsibilities
extend into targeting, budgets, cost analysis,
etc.

New low price $175.00

A comprehensive applications section is
included in the HP-27 Owner’s Handbook.  

The HP-80 Financial — The
most revolutionary financial
device of our time.

The HP-80 automatically performs virtually
all calculations involving the relationship

between time and money. You can compute
bond prices and yields, interest conversions,
trend line analysis and interest calculations in

seconds. This instrument also has a 200-year
calendarto help you figure the exact number of
days in a bond or loan calculation. The HP-80
has been designed to save your time and
money by making a wide variety of important
calculations, quickly, easily, and accurately.

Invest in an HP-80 today. You’ll gain an
instrument that will meet your financial needs
now...and in the future.

£$295.00

Comprehensive applications book
included.

 



 

The new HP-91
Scientific Printing —A totally
new dimension in scientific

printing calculators.

The new HP-91 Scientific Printing Calculator
provides you with a full range of scientific and
arithmetic functions—complete with a printed
record—all in one compact calculator. And
because the HP-91 prints and operates on AC
or its own built-in batteries, you can use it

almost anywhere.

The HP-91 also features an extra-large display,

three display notations, and a buffered
keyboard—in a package so small it will fit into
a standard briefcase. And you have about the

same preprogrammed functions as the
widely-used HP-45 pocket calculator (plus
expandedstatistics)—with the added advantage,
of course, of a printed record of all your
calculations.

$425.00

A comprehensive applications section is
included in the HP-91 Owner’s Handbook.

All prices are suggested retail prices excluding

applicable state and local taxes—
Continental U.S.A., Alaska & Hawaii.   

These optional accessories
are available through your
HP dealer:

m A security cradle that locks the calculator

in place. A key is used to lock and unlock
the cradle holding your calculator. And while
yourcalculatoris in place you have complete
access to the keyboard and display, with
battery pack or AC operation.

m Reserve Power Pack—provides a spare
battery pack and keeps it fully charged.
Simply slip the battery pack into the holder,

then plug the holder into the recharger/AC
adapter that comes with the calculator.
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COUPON 300EB

Corvallis Division

1000 N.E. Circle Boulevard
Corvallis, Oregon 97330

HEWLETT-PACKARD
HEWLETT@PACKARI

Please send me detailed information on

[0 Scientific Calculators [ Full Line of

 

 

 

Calculators
O Business Calculators [ Fully Programmable

Calculators

Name Title

Company.

Street

City. State Zip 
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